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#2. Red Bags and Green Posts 
 
I had made arrangements to rendezvous in Dresden with my friend Ken, who had ridden his bike 
some three hundred miles upriver from Hamburg.  In addition to sharing a name, we also share a 
passion for bicycle travel and have taken a number of bicycle trips together. From Dresden we would 
pedal upriver into the Czech Republic to where the Vltava River joined the Elbe.  There we would ride 
upstream along the Vltava before ultimately taking the Danube River downriver to Budapest.  This 
route would take us through portions of five countries and some of Europe’s finest river cities, 
including the capital cities of Prague, Vienna, Bratislava and Budapest.   
 
The second longest river in Germany, the Elbe may not be as long, nor as broad nor as scenic as its 
famous cousin the Rhine.  Nevertheless, the Elbe possesses treasures of its own.  The banks of the 
Elbe are dotted with attractive towns and villages separated by long expanses of wooded tracts, 
rolling hillsides and rocky outcroppings. 
 
The first day of cycling was quite splendid.  The riverside terrain was flat, the weather delightful and 
the river rarely more than a stone’s throw away.  The Elbe was our guide, a map not needed so long 
as one can see the river over one’s elbow.  We pedaled through a section of Germany known as the 
Saxon Switzerland due to its largely bucolic character and the wide variety of its natural and cultural 
offerings.  We rode by huge columns of basalt or sandstone towering above the surrounding 
trees.  Scattered along the riverside were castles, chateaus and baroque churches with onion 
domes.  Fishermen tossed their hooks into the water as rowing teams practiced their stroke.  If there 
is a definition of bicycling bliss, this was it. 
 
Heading south, we came to a series of green posts cemented into the pathway.  These posts marked 
where Germany ended and the Czech Republic began.  In the 1990’s, Europe underwent its biggest 
transformation since the Second World War.  Germany reunited, the Soviet Union fell apart and 
Yugoslavia disintegrated as the Serbians, Croats and Bosnians were blowing each other up with wild 
abandon.  Amid all this turmoil and tension Czechoslovakia divided itself into two separate countries, 
the Czech Republic and Slovakia, with less enmity than a typical American divorce.  Hardly anyone 
noticed until the deed was long done.  Perhaps even the Czechs were caught off guard as the border 
signpost still bore the Czechoslovak name and coat of arms, twenty years out of date. 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 


